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My Friends the Pigeons
By Fred Tibbitts, Jr.
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I don't ever recall considering any particular pigeon or pigeons
as "friends"…I suppose I never sensed a connection with them.
My father considered them pests. He kept an open-sighted 22
caliber rifle by his bedroom window. The garage out back had a
small, brick cupola with a narrow ledge bordering it on all sides
near the top: Just wide enough for the local pigeons to roost and
pace around for exercise. For my father, a firearms sharpshooter
from young adulthood, it was the county fair every opportunity he
had to eliminate another redneck, Albany, New York pigeon of
questionable pedigree. Just as a dedicated game hunter in the
weeds at 5:00am on a cold autumn morning, he would load with
a 22 short, open the dormer just enough to allow the rifle barrel
to protrude about an inch or so and then crouch to a position
he could hold indefinitely with his right eye resting confidentially
over the loading chamber, finger poised upon the trigger: It was
his version of guided meditation.

time in the pool. Having nothing better to do, I began observing
their habits and everything about them: After a while, I decided
I should assign a name to each of them, since we had almost
become family. They watched me and I watched them; though
at times, it seemed more like they were the real observers, than
the other way around. I thought of lots of names for them both;
but I finally settled on "Herbert" and "Daisy". The names fit their
personalities to a T: He is kind of a traditional, no nonsense,
confident, stud kind of guy; she is elegant, yet understated, the
perfect princess, but down-to-earth.

I'm not sure the Buddha would have approved, being that my
dad was aiming to send one or more of these unsuspecting,
fine feathered friends to the Promised Land ahead-of-schedule
whenever the opportunity permitted; however, as far as he was
concerned, they were trespassing on private property and
since about 5:00am every morning, like clockwork, they would
begin their very loud pigeon calls, yet his alarm was always set
for 6:00am, this was war: Nobody was going to rob Father of
that last precious hour of sleep. At breakfast he would always
proudly announce whenever he "got another one of those
buggers". Mother and I would quietly nod, straight-faced
in required approval. I never did find a dead pigeon on the
ground around our garage…I guess he must have collected and
deposited them in the garbage can by the back porch on his
way out in the morning. Anyway, I always left at the last minute
out the front door to catch the morning school bus that stopped
in front of our house. And I had my own world to worry about.
But that's another story.

Their primary pastime while perched eight feet or so above me
in the water is a little ritual that is clearly Herbert's favorite: "Fun
& Games with Daisy". Herbert will always initiate the game by
playfully pecking repeatedly and as quickly as possible all over
Daisy's long, graceful neck. It is then up to Daisy to encourage
his advances or unceremoniously hip-check poor Herbert right
off the ledge. Whenever he is flung into the air like this, he
will immediately start flapping his wings at full-speed to keep
from falling to the ground and artfully maneuver himself right
back on the same ledge, but a safe distance from the object
of his affections. Then, cuckold step by cuckold step he will
inch closer until her neck is once again within striking distance.
Daisy never appears to even take notice that he has returned
until he is at her neck once more, but with renewed enthusiasm.
This process sometimes continues almost indefinitely until Daisy
either decides life is just to too short and accepts his advances
or she glares back at him in no uncertain terms and then, as
before and without notice, hip-checks old Herbert one last time,
right out of the ballpark. But if she decides to let him have his
way, being a genuine Thai pigeon, he will hop onto her back
and dance a truly inspiring Thai foot massage from head to tail.
Once this amorous dance is done and the band has finished
playing, the pair bows to their audience, that being me and
hastily fly-off into the distance.

Fast-forward to now and my friends the pigeons. So, for the
past six months, when home I have been swimming one hour of
laps daily in the outdoor pool at the fitness center in our condo
building. I do one direction on my stomach and the return lap on
my back. Its great exercise and avoids the wear & tear on ones
knees from jogging or long stretches on a treadmill. Soon after I
began my daily aquatic regimen I noticed a pair of pigeons that
always perched atop the same tall column that is one of many
along the outside of the pool and near to the lane I use every

As it so happens, humans are not the only ones who prefer
filtered drinking water in Bangkok: It turns-out the pigeons
consider our swimming pool, aqua blue with chlorine at all times,
their primary source of drinking water. In the beginning they
would wait until I was at the other end of the pool to swoop down
to the edge of the pool, crane their necks over the edge and
quench their thirst. But since about the fifth month they have
now come to accept me as just another animal with whom they
are sharing the pool and who can be trusted not to harm them.
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They now swoop down to the water's edge about ten feet in front of me as I swim forward, take a quick gulp and
then wait for me to pass before continuing to satisfy themselves. In my lane by the pool's edge I pass within maybe
a foot of them: They just stand their ground and watch me, as I turn my head and just watch them, nose to beak.
Never a word is spoken.
But what I have found even more amusing is their increasingly bold fly-bys. About every sixth or so laps as I
approach their ivory pedestal tower, they will take a long look at me and then swoop down in front of me, crossing
maybe three feet in front of my lap progress about three feet above the water and then quickly wing off to the right
or to the left, as if to playfully encourage me to keep at it my exercise. I have never tried to feed them, although
I am certain if I left the right treats by the pool's edge under their pedestal tower when they are present that they
would waste no time arriving for dinner. I have no idea where they sleep, but I do know that as always on my next
swim, before long, my friends the pigeons will be perched atop their launch site either playing with one another or
watching my progress along my lane in their fluorinated drinking fountain, I call the pool.
It's been over fifty years since I watched Father gleefully take aim during pigeon target practice. But thanks to
Herbert and Daisy, I've since learned that pigeons can be your friend. So, if you should come across a pigeon or
two as you walk or swim along your way, try being their friend; rather than their enemy. And maybe you'll discover,
as did I, that pigeons are people too.

